
Competition Categories
Vintage
Showcase Barbie’s early years by displaying your dolls and fashions from Mattel’s 
Original Vintage collections.

One of a Kind Fashion
Create a One of  a Kind outfit to celebrate ‘The Age of  Style’, Mid 1950s to Mid 1960s. Original Mattel manufactured dolls only, 
fashion made by entrant. 

One of a Kind Doll
Create a One of  a Kind doll by rerooting, repainting and redressing your doll to portray the age of  femininity and elegance, 
mid 1950s to mid 1960s. Mattel manufactured dolls altered by entrant, wearing fashion made by entrant or Mattel.

Diorama
Create a diorama to celebrate  the glamorous lifestyle  that Barbie enjoys. Diorama size maximum 60cm x 60cm floor area 
and Mattel manufactured dolls.

Frankendolly
Mix and match heads and bodies from different dolls, even non Mattel, to create your own unique Queen of  Style. Fashions by 
entrant or Mattel.

Mix and Match
Mix and match items from Barbie’s fantastic collection of  clothes, to create your own take on this elegant period of  fashion. 
Mattel dolls and fashions, other accessories allowed.

Photographic
Create a photographic image that celebrates Australian fashion and Barbie’s iconic style.

Paperdoll original
Display one of  your original vintage paperdolls to rekindle those memories from our childhood.

Paper Doll Own Creation
Design your own Paper Doll, inspired by the era and Australian Fashion. Use water colours, coloured pencils, markers or any 
other traditional medium that inspires you.

Melbourne Cup Fashion
Melbourne fashion really comes to life every year for the Melbourne Cup. Create that ultimate ensemble for your doll, think 
fantastic hats, co-ordinated accessories and show stopping outfits for your fashion dolls. Maybe even Ken will get a look in, 
with a great suit and tie. Fashions made by entrant. Mattel dolls.

Non Mattel Fashion Doll Outfit
Dress your non Mattel  fashion doll in her most glamorous outfit for the Melbourne Cup.

Barbie Craft
Display your craft creation that is inspired by Barbie and her friends.

All the category entrants will be photographed and displayed in the slide show at our presentation of  competition winners at 
the  Sunday Presentation Ceremony.

Delegates will set up their own displays for the competition and also remove them for packing on Saturday night.

Return your competition form by 8th May 2017
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